




SÓHA is a conceptual brand of interior items and kitchen utensils with the powerful 
esthetics of the Russian North created by the artist Denis Milovanov and his producer 
Alice Bourmistrova.

Simple in form, minimalistic in style and monocromic in colors, SÓHA Concept pieces 
refer you to the traditions of the Russian wooden architecture and the life of the 
northern peoples, creating new imagery in the modern interior.

 
The idea of the SÓHA Concept brand is expressed in three object lines.

Kitchen utensils line includes exclusive items made of wood, trays and cutting boards 
for restaurants and homes. December 2015 marked the launch of  the most popular 
cutting boards collection - SIVER by SÓHA.

The second line encompasses the decor and interior design objects: wall panels, bowls, 
decorative boards and furniture that could create a special atmosphere and style in 
any space. These objects give a simultaneous feeling of everyday practicality and the 
singularity of the author’s work.

Art objects of minor forms, single décor and interior items make the third SÓHA Concept 
line that can only be found in galleries and concept showrooms.





INSPIRATION AND TECHOLOGY

SÓHA Concept objects are created based on the authentic craft technology and 
avangard art techniques.

Following the ancient Russian traditions, the oak and hazelnut wood is boiled in oil. It 
expels moisture from the wood and makes it stronger and more durable by impregnating 
it. Reacting with tanning substances under high temperature, oil gives the objects 
expressive and natural colors, from light brown to charcoal-black.

Decorative patterns and the objects themselves are masterfully made solely with the 
chain saw.

Inspiration to create all these comes from the Russian North esthetics with its severe 
nature, log huts black from time and climate and scant patterns.





TABLE
—

sf.w.6.1

—

200 х 70 х 75 cm





CUPBOARD
—

sf.w.8.1

—

195 х 85 х 50 cm

WARDROBE
—

sf.w.7.1

—

195 х 95 х 50 cm



FLOOR MIRROR
—

sf.w.10.1 

—

98 x 189 х 10 cm 

MIRROR
—

sf.w.9.1

—

53 х 74 х 10 

cm 





BENCH
—

sf.w.13.1 

—

27 x 117 x 45 cm 



STOOL
—

sf.w.12.2

—

36 x 41 x 45 cm



CHAIR
—

sf.w.11.1

—

37 x 39 x 45 cm



— CONTACTS —

www.sohaconcept.com

hello@sohaconcept.com

+7 495 649 05 59

11, 1st lane Kolobovsky

Moscow, 127051

Russian Federation




